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Questions

• Poate fi prone position utilizat si in cazul pacientului neventilat

• Corticosteroids use

• Traheostomie



Despre ce vorbim astazi

• Totul incepe de la prelucrarea mainilor

• Echipamentul de protecție în funcție de complexitatea 

măsurilor de îngrijire 

• Îmbrăcarea și înlăturarea echipamentului de protecție utilizat 

în servicu TI: importanța respectării consecutivității



Contaminated surfaces 



Hands transmission







Hands washing 



Missed zones 



Properly hands washing



Properly hands washing



Missed zones 



Hands hygiene 

Free hands



Cool ideas 

NOT for ICU 



ICU design 





Paper towel vs dryer 

Drying efficiency 90% dryness after 10 sec 90% dryness after 40 sec

Removal of bacteria Reduced Nr of all types of 
bacteria

Increased Nr of all types of 
bacteria

Effect on cross 
contamination

NO dispersal of bacteria Bacterial dispersal radius of 
up to 3 Ft from hot dryer





Isolation room



Isolation room



According to current evidence, COVID-19 virus is primarily transmitted
between people through respiratory droplets and contact routes.
In an analysis of 75,465 COVID-19 cases in China, airborne transmission was
not reported.

Therefore, transmission of the COVID-19 virus can occur by direct contact
with infected people and indirect contact with surfaces in the immediate
environment or with objects used on the infected person (e.g., stethoscope
or thermometer).







In the context of COVID-19, airborne transmission may be possible in specific
circumstances and settings in which procedures or support treatments that
generate aerosols are performed; i.e., endotracheal intubation,
bronchoscopy, open suctioning, administration of nebulized treatment,
manual ventilation before intubation, turning the patient to the prone
position, disconnecting the patient from the ventilator, non-invasive positive-
pressure ventilation, tracheostomy, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

There is some evidence that COVID-19 infection may lead to intestinal
infection and be present in faeces. However, to date only one study has
cultured the COVID-19 virus from a single stool specimen.9 There have been
no reports of faecal−oral transmission of the COVID-19 virus to date.



There are reports from settings where symptomatic COVID-19 patients have
been admitted and in which no COVID-19 RNA was detected in air samples.



SARS-CoV-2 remained viable in aerosols throughout the duration
of our experiment (3 hours), with a reduction in infectious titer
from 103.5 to 102.7 TCID50 per liter of air.





it is sensitive to ultraviolet rays and heat



...but can be efficiently inactivated by surface disinfection procedures with 62-
71% ethanol, 0.5% hydrogen peroxide or 0.1% sodium hypochlorite within 1
minute. Other biocidal agents such as 0.05-0.2% benzalkonium chloride or
0.02% chlorhexidine digluconate are less effective

As no specific therapies are available for SARS-CoV-2, early containment and
prevention of further spread will be crucial to stop the ongoing outbreak and to
control this novel infectious thread



Up to 10% of the reported cases in China [5] and up to 9% of all cases in Italy have been
among healthcare workers [6]

With the exception of AGPs, it is unclear whether facial filtering piece (FFP) respirators
(class 2 or 3) provide better protection than surgical masks against other coronaviruses and
respiratory viruses such as influenza



Therefore, in the event of widespread community transmission leading to
shortages of PPE, a rational approach would necessitate prioritising use of FFP2/3
respirators for care activities involving a higher perceived risk of transmission,
such as during AGPs or in intensive care.

The use of surgical masks by healthcare workers for personal protection and source control
can be considered as a measure for reducing transmission within healthcare settings

Some healthcare facilities require that all healthcare providers wear a surgical mask while
at work.



Disruptions in the global supply chain of PPE

The current global stockpile of PPE is insufficient, particularly for medical
masks and respirators; the supply of gowns and goggles is soon expected to be
insufficient also. Surging global demand − driven not only by the number of
COVID-19 cases but also by misinformation, panic buying, and stockpiling − will
result in further shortages of PPE globally. The capacity to expand PPE
production is limited, and the current demand for respirators and masks
cannot be met, especially if widespread inappropriate use of PPE continues.























EGPs

• endotracheal intubation 

• bronchoscopy

• open suctioning 

• administration of nebulised treatment 

• manual ventilation before intubation

• physical prone positioning of the patient 

• disconnecting the patient from the ventilator

• non-invasive positive pressure ventilation

• tracheostomy

• cardiopulmonary resuscitation 




